Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is an important human pathogen, persistently infecting more than 170 million individuals worldwide. Studies of the HCV life cycle have become possible with the development of cell culture systems supporting the replication of viral RNA and the production of infectious virus. However, the exact functions of individual proteins, especially of nonstructural protein 4B (NS4B), remain poorly understood. NS4B triggers the formation of specific, vesicular membrane rearrangements, referred to as membranous webs, which have been reported to represent sites of HCV RNA replication. However, the mechanism of vesicle induction is not known. In this study, a panel of 15 mutants carrying substitutions in the highly conserved NS4B C-terminal domain was generated. Five mutations had only a minor effect on replication, but two of them enhanced assembly and release of infectious virus. Ten mutants were replication defective and used for selection of pseudoreversions. Most of the pseudoreversions also localized to the highly conserved NS4B C-terminal domain and were found to restore replication competence upon insertion into the corresponding primary mutant. Importantly, pseudoreversions restoring replication competence also restored heterotypic NS4B self-interaction, which was disrupted by the primary mutation. Finally, electron microscopy analyses of membrane alterations induced by NS4B mutants revealed striking morphological abnormalities, which were restored to wild-type morphology by the corresponding pseudoreversion. These findings demonstrate the important role of the C-terminal domain in NS4B self-interaction and the formation of functional HCV replication complexes.
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is an important human pathogen persistently infecting 130 to 170 million individuals worldwide and increasing the risk for steatosis, fibrosis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (28) . Owing to high variability, HCV is classified into seven genotypes and more than 100 subtypes (44) . The HCV genome is an ϳ9.6-kb single-stranded uncapped RNA molecule of positive polarity containing a single open reading frame (ORF) that is flanked by 5Ј and 3Ј untranslated regions (UTRs). Both UTRs form complex secondary and higher order pseudoknot structures (reviewed in reference 3). The ORF encodes a polyprotein that is co-and posttranslationally processed by cellular and viral proteases (3), giving rise to three structural proteins (core and envelope protein 1 [E1] and E2), the viroporin p7, and six nonstructural (NS) proteins (NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B). P7 and NS2 are required for virion assembly (20, 21, 46) , whereas NS3 to NS5B constitute the minimal viral replicase (32) . As for all other positive-strand RNA viruses (8, 36) , HCV RNA replication occurs in close association with cellular membranes (12, 15, 40, 47) . Structural and genetic data (5, 11, 16, 17, 26, 30, 51) , as well as ultrastructural analyses (10, 12, 15) , provide evidence that NS4B is a key organizer of the viral replication complex by inducing the formation of membranous vesicles, which accumulate in large cytosolic clusters, referred to the membranous web. In addition, genetic studies suggest that NS4B might contribute to assembly (22) .
NS4B is thought to contain two N-terminal amphipathic helices, spanning amino acids (aa) 6 to 29 (AH1) (11) and aa 42 to 66 (AH2) (16) , a highly hydrophobic central core domain (aa 75 to 191) that contains four putative transmembrane segments (35) , and a highly conserved C-terminal domain (aa 192 to 261) that is thought to harbor two ␣-helices (aa 201 to 213 [H1] and aa 228 to 254 [H2]) (reviewed in reference 18). The three-dimensional structure of the second helix has been solved recently (17) , whereas the first ␣-helix has only been predicted thus far. The N-terminal NS4B domain was shown to translocate posttranslationally at least in part into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lumen, and this change in topology might contribute to the induction of membranous vesicles (16, 34) . In addition, C-terminal palmitoylation was shown by chemical cross-linking experiments to be involved in NS4B oligomerization (51) . A recent study has demonstrated that NS4B oligomerizes through multiple conserved determinants and that oligomerization may be required for membranous web induction (19) . However, the contribution of the highly conserved C-terminal domain in NS4B oligomerization and membranous vesicle induction remains unknown. To address this important issue, we used reverse and forward genetics in combination with an interaction assay and ultrastructural studies of NS4B-induced membrane alterations. We report that the C-terminal domain is crucial for NS4B self-interaction, which in turn is required for the induction of functional membranous vesicles where HCV RNA replication is thought to occur.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies. Mouse monoclonal antibody 9E10 recognizing NS5A domain III of the Con1 HCV isolate was kindly provided by Charles M. Rice (29) . Mouse monoclonal antibody against NS3 of the JFH-1 isolate (2E3) was generated in cooperation with Hengli Tang (2) . Rabbit polyclonal antibody against NS4B Con1 was generated by immunization with recombinant NS4B purified as described previously (31) . The NS5A 9E10 monoclonal antibody, as well as the polyclonal NS4B-specific rabbit antiserum, recognizes both Con1 and JFH1 proteins.
Cell culture. Huh7 (37), Huh7-Lunet (13), Huh7-Lunet T7 (1), Huh7.5 (6), and U-2 OS (39) cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM; Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, nonessential amino acids, 100 U of penicillin/ml, 100 g of streptomycin/ ml, and 10% fetal calf serum (DMEM cplt). Huh7-Lunet T7 cells were cultured in the presence of 5 g of zeocin/ml. G418 (Geneticin; Invitrogen) was added at a final concentration of 250 or 500 g/ml in the replicon selection assays.
Plasmid constructs. All nucleotide and amino acid numbers refer to the JFH-1 genome (GenBank accession no. AB047639). The plasmids encoding the subgenomic replicons (pFK_i389LucNS3-3Ј_JFH_␦g), the nonreplicative mutant (pFK_i389LucNS3-3Ј_NS5B⌬GDD_JFH_␦g), and the full-length genomes (pFK_JFH_␦g and pFK_JFH⌬E1E2_␦g) have been described previously (42, 50) . The plasmids used for FRET assays (pCMVJFH4B-CFP, pCMVJFH4B-YFP, pCMVJFH4B -CFP, pCMVJFH4B -YFP, pCMVJFH4B 130-261 -CFP, and pCMVJFH4B 130-261 -YFP), as well as control plasmids, were as described in reference 19. Plasmid pTM-NS3-3Ј_JFH, used for T7-based expression of the HCV replicase proteins (NS3 to NS5B), has been described previously (2) . Single amino acid substitutions in the NS4B C-terminal region were introduced by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis (the primers used are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material). After restriction of the amplicons with BamHI, they were inserted into pBSK_SacI_JFH containing a SacI restriction fragment (codon 1407-2204) of the JFH-1 genome. The NS5A mutation K139E was generated by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis and, after restriction with BspEI and SanDI, the fragment was inserted into pBSK_SacI_JFH or the analogous vectors, into which mutations in the NS4B C-terminal region had already been inserted. Replicon constructs containing these mutations were obtained by transferring the SacI DNA fragment from the corresponding pBSK_SacI_JFH vector into pFK_i389LucNS3-3Ј_JFH_␦g. All constructs were verified by nucleotide sequence analysis. Selectable replicons were generated by replacing the first cistron encoding the firefly luciferase gene by the gene encoding for neomycin phosphotransferase by using flanking AgeI and KpnI restriction sites. Full-length JFH-1 genomes and pTM-based replicase constructs (containing an HCV genome fragment from NS3 to the end of the 3ЈUTR) containing mutations in NS4B were created by transferring an NsiI/RsrII fragment from a given pFK_i389LucNS3-3_JFH_␦g mutant into pFK_JFH_␦g and pTM-NS3-3Ј, respectively. NS4B mutations were inserted into pCMV-based FRET vectors by using PCR with the primers f_NS4B_175 (5Ј-TCCTGTCTCCGGGAGCCC-3Ј) and r_NS4B_Bam (5Ј-ATAGGATCCGCATGGGATGGGGCAGTCC-3Ј) and a given mutant contained in pFK_i389LucNS3-3_JFH_␦g as a template and transfer of a PmlI/BamHI restriction fragment into pCMVJFH4B-CFP, pCMVJFH4B-YFP, pCMVJFH4B 130-261 -CFP, and pCMVJFH4B 130-261 -YFP.
In vitro transcription. In vitro transcripts were generated by using 10 g of the respective plasmid DNA that had been linearized by 1 h of digestion with MluI. DNA was extracted with phenol and chloroform and, after precipitation with ethanol, dissolved in RNase-free water. In vitro transcription reaction mixtures (total volume, 100 l) contained 80 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 12 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 3.125 mM concentrations of each nucleoside triphosphate, 1 U of RNasin (Promega)/l, 0.1 g of plasmid DNA/ l, and 0.6 U of T7 RNA polymerase (Promega)/l. After 2 h of incubation at 37°C, 0.3 U of T7 RNA polymerase/l of reaction mixture was added, and the reaction mixture was incubated for 2 h at 37°C. Transcription was terminated by the addition of 1.2 U of RNase-free DNase (Promega) per g of plasmid DNA and 30 min of incubation at 37°C. RNA was extracted with acidic phenol and chloroform, precipitated with isopropanol at room temperature, and dissolved in RNase-free water.
RNA transfection. Selection assays were conducted with naïve Huh7 cells, whereas transient replication assays were performed with Huh7-Lunet cells that have a higher permissiveness. Single-cell suspensions were prepared by trypsinization and, after being washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), the cells were resuspended at a concentration of 10 7 cells per ml in Cytomix (49) supplemented with 2 mM ATP and 5 mM glutathione. Next, 5 or 10 g of subgenomic or genomic HCV in vitro transcripts, respectively, was mixed with 400 l of the cell suspension and transfected by electroporation using a Gene Pulser system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) and a cuvette with a gap width of 0.4 cm (Bio-Rad) at 975 F and 270 V. Cells were immediately diluted into 12 ml (transient replication assay) or 20 ml (selection and infectivity release assay) of DMEM cplt and seeded as specified in Results.
Selection for pseudorevertants, amplification of HCV RNA by RT-PCR, and sequence analysis of cloned amplicons. Huh7 cells transfected with a selectable replicon were resuspended in 20 ml of DMEM cplt and seeded onto two 10-cmdiameter culture dishes. After 24 h, G418 was added to a final concentration of 250 or 500 g/ml. The medium was exchanged at least twice a week until single cell clones became visible. Two cell clones per 10-cm-diameter dish were isolated and expanded for further analyses. The total RNA of each cell clone was obtained by using a Nucleo Spin RNAII kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to the instructions of the manufacturer. A 1-g portion of total RNA was used for reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR), and amplicons were molecularly cloned and used for sequence analysis as described elsewhere (24) .
Transient replication assay. Cells transfected with a subgenomic replicon RNA were resuspended in 12 ml of DMEM cplt and seeded into a six-well plate. Infectivity assays. Huh7-Lunet cells (13) were transfected with viral RNA and resuspended in 20 ml of DMEM cplt. Portions (2 ml) of the cell suspension were seeded into each well of a six-well plate and harvested 4, 24, 48, and 72 h later. Then, a 9-ml portion of the cell suspension was seeded into a 10-cm-diameter dish and used to determine the extra-and intracellular infectivity 48 h later. Supernatants were filtered through a 0.45-m-pore-size filter and stored at 4°C. The cells were rinsed once with PBS, scraped into 2 ml of PBS, sedimented by 15 min of centrifugation at 750 ϫ g, and resuspended in 1 ml of DMEM cplt. The cell pellets and 1 ml of the corresponding supernatant were subjected in parallel to three freeze-thaw cycles consisting of rapid freezing in liquid nitrogen and thawing at 37°C. The cell debris was removed by centrifugation for 5 min at 10,000 ϫ g, and the infectivity in supernatants and cell lysates was determined by limiting-dilution assay using Huh7.5 target cells and staining of the NS3 protein with the 2E3 antibody, as described elsewhere (24) . Virus titers (the 50% tissue culture infective dose [TCID 50 ]/ml) were calculated based on the method of Spearman and Kärber (23, 45) .
FRET analysis. NS4B interaction experiments were measured by using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) acceptor bleaching as described previously (19) . In brief, U-2 OS cells were seeded in a 12-well plate onto glass coverslips at a density of 1.5 ϫ 10 5 cells per well. About 18 h later, the cells were transfected with 1 g of each NS4B-CFP and NS4B-YFP expression constructs by using a calcium phosphate transfection kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA Proteins were separated by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and electrotransferred onto polyvinylidene membranes. After the membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat milk, the proteins were labeled with primary antibodies (NS5A 9E10, 1:10,000; NS4B, 1:1,000) by overnight incubation at 4°C and, after being washed in PBS-0.5% Tween 20, with secondary horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibodies (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The membranes were developed by using Western Lightning Plus-ECL (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA), and bands were visualized on BioMax Light films (Kodak, Rochester, MN).
Ultrastructural analysis by transmission electron microscopy. Huh7-Lunet T7 cells ( . After polymerization at 60°C for 2 days, the coverslips were removed, and the embedded cell monolayer was sectioned into 65-nm-thick slices by using a Leica Ultracut UCT microtome and a diamond knife. The slices were counterstained with 3% uranyl acetate in 70% methanol for 5 min, 2% lead citrate in H 2 O for 2 min, and examined with a Zeiss EM 10 transmission electron microscope at 60 kV (Zeiss, Gottingen, Germany).
RESULTS
Highly conserved residues in the NS4B C-terminal region are crucial for HCV RNA replication. Structure predictions and experimental data indicate two N-terminal amphipathic ␣-helices spanning aa 6 to 29 (11) and aa 42 to 66 (16), respectively, and a highly hydrophobic central region (aa 75 to 191) containing four putative transmembrane segments (35) (Fig. 1A) . The highly conserved C-terminal, cytoplasmic NS4B domain (aa 192 to 261) is thought to contain two ␣-helices, of which the most C-terminal spanning aa 228 to 254 (␣-helix 2) has been confirmed experimentally (17) , whereas the ␣-helix 1 spanning aa 201 to 213 has only been predicted. Given the high sequence conservation of the complete C-terminal NS4B domain, especially of the predicted H1, we conducted a reverse genetics study, targeting mainly residues in H1 and the region in between both ␣-helices, in order to determine the role of this domain in viral RNA replication (Fig. 1B) . Single amino acid substitutions were created in most cases by introducing two nucleotide exchanges affecting the same codon in order to avoid rapid reversion to wild type (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Highly conserved residues were replaced in most cases by alanine in the context of a subgenomic JFH-1 luciferase replicon (Fig. 1C) , and the mutations were analyzed for their effect on viral RNA replication in transient-transfection assays. As shown in Fig. 1D , substitutions R193A, E199A, G200A, H217V, and H250A had only a minor or no effect on RNA replication and moderately slowed down replication kinetics, which is most visible with the 24-h values. A strong impairment of RNA replication was observed for mutants W204A and E226A, whereas substitutions N206A, R207A, I209V, F211A, R214A, P220A, H222A, and Y223A completely abrogated HCV RNA replication, as inferred from the comparison with the nonreplicative ⌬GDD polymerase mutant. Interestingly, four of five mutations affecting the extremely conserved ␣-helix 1 completely abolished RNA replication, arguing for its important role in the formation or activity of the viral replicase.
Impact of mutations in the NS4B C-terminal domain on assembly and release of infectious HCV particles. Given the minor effect of mutations R193A, E199A, G200A, H217V, and H250A on HCV RNA replication, we wondered whether these amino acid substitutions might influence the production of infectious HCV, as described earlier (22) . The mutations were therefore introduced into the JFH-1 full-length genome ( Fig.  2A) , and in vitro transcripts derived therefrom were transfected into Huh7-Lunet cells. The wild-type (wt) genome and a mutant that due to a deletion in the E1-E2 coding region was unable to produce infectious virus particles served as positive and negative controls, respectively. Release kinetics of infectious HCV progeny, as well as the ratios of intra-and extracellular infectivity, were determined by limiting-dilution assay ( Fig. 2B and C) . Mutants R193A, E199A, and G200A produced lower amounts of infectivity compared to the wt (Fig.  2B ), probably reflecting their lower replication efficiency, as determined with the subgenomic replicons (Fig. 1D ) and the quantification of NS5A amounts produced in cells 72 h after transfection with the corresponding JFH-1 genome (Fig. 2D) . We therefore concluded that these mutations did not affect virus production. However, cells transfected with mutant H217V released ϳ10 times more infectious virus particles than the wt 24-h posttransfection, although titers stagnated at later time points and were thus comparable to the wt (Fig. 2B) . In contrast, mutant H250A produced less infectious virus particles than the wt at 24 h posttransfection, which correlated with the delayed replication kinetics determined in the subgenomic replicon system (Fig. 1D) . Nevertheless, a 10-to 100-fold increase in infectivity titer compared to the wt was detected 48 and 72 h after transfection, suggesting that this mutation enhances the assembly or release of HCV particles (Fig. 2B) . This was not due to enhanced replication, as deduced from quantification of NS5A amounts produced in cells at 72 h posttransfection (Fig. 2D) .
To confirm these results and to distinguish between assembly and release phenotypes, intra-and extracellular infectivity titers were determined (Fig. 2C ). In agreement with the earlier results, mutants R193A, E199A, and G200A produced lower amounts of intra-and extracellular infectivity (data not shown). In the case of mutant H217V, both intra-and extracellular infectivity titers were elevated over the wt, arguing for enhanced assembly. In contrast, only the extracellular titer was significantly elevated in the case of mutant H250A, which might be due to an accelerated release of infectious particles. In summary, these results show that the C-terminal region of NS4B is not only essential for RNA replication but also contributes to the assembly of infectious HCV particles.
Identification of pseudoreversions rescuing the replication defect caused by mutations in the C-terminal NS4B region. With the aim of selecting pseudoreversions compensating for VOL. 85, 2011 ROLE OF NS4B IN HCV REPLICATION 6965 the replication defect of the NS4B mutations described above, we introduced the single amino acid substitutions of replication-defective NS4B mutants into a selectable subgenomic JFH-1 replicon encoding the neomycin phosphotransferase gene in the first cistron (Fig. 3A) . In vitro transcripts derived from these DNA constructs were transfected into Huh7 cells, which were cultured in the presence of the neomycin analogue G418 in order to select for cells containing functional HCV replicons (Fig. 3B ). After about 4 weeks of selection, colonies emerging from single cell clones became visible for mutants F211A, R214A, P220A, and E226A, whereas for the other mutants no colonies were obtained, even at low selective pressure (250 g of G418/ml; Fig. 3C ). In order to identify pseudoreversions in selected replicons, total RNA was extracted from single cell clones and used for RT-PCR to amplify a DNA fragment spanning almost the complete nonstructural region. Amplicons were cloned, and at least two DNA clones per cell clone were subjected to nucleotide sequence analysis. Only mutations conserved between the two DNA clones were considered for subsequent analyses as described earlier (25, 30) (Table 1 ). In all of the clones, the original NS4B mutation, caused in most cases by at least two nucleotide substitutions (see Table S1 in the supplemental material), had been retained, and at least one additional conserved mutation residing in most cases also in the C-terminal region of NS4B was detected (Fig. 4A) . Interestingly, an additional intergenic compensatory mutation residing in NS5A domain I (K139E) was found with replicon mutants F211A and E226A, but this NS5A mutation was only found in combination with a second-site mutation in the NS4B C-terminal region.
We next determined whether the pseudoreversions indeed were responsible for the rescue of HCV RNA replication by introducing them into the original replicon mutant. In addition, the mutations were inserted into the wt replicon in order to determine a general effect on RNA replication. Pseudoreversion L208F rescued RNA replication of mutant F211A but abrogated replication completely when introduced into the wt construct (Fig. 4B) . Pseudoreversion T221N also restored replication of the parental F211A mutant, although replication was 5-fold lower compared to the wt (Fig. 4C) . This reduction was not compensated for by additional insertion of the NS5A mutation K139E. Moreover, this NS5A mutation had no effect in the context of the wt or the primary NS4B mutant F211A (Fig. 4C) . Pseudoreversion R192G rescued RNA replication of the primary NS4B mutant R214A, but this double mutant replicated ϳ100-fold less efficient compared to the wt (Fig.  4D) . Surprisingly, pseudoreversion R192G dramatically reduced replication of the wt. NS4B mutant P220A was rescued by pseudoreversions G200E (Fig. 4E) and I253M (Fig. 4F) . However, while G200E abrogated replication of the wt, I253M had no effect. No impact on HCV RNA replication in the wt context was observed for pseudoreversion G200S, but it was able to rescue the strongly impaired mutant E226A (Fig. 4G) . Finally, RNA replication of mutant E226A was also rescued, but only when pseudoreversions A201E and the intergenic compensatory mutation K139E in NS5A were combined, whereas none of them restored replication of the primary E226A mutant individually. Although these data argued for intra-and intermolecular NS4B-specific interactions and possibly also interaction(s) between NS4B and NS5A as a requirement for efficient HCV RNA replication, it was possible that the mutations affected NS4B stability.
Influence of mutations in the C-terminal region on NS4B protein stability. To address the possibility that mutations in NS4B affected its stability, we introduced a subset of mutations and the corresponding pseudoreversions into a construct directing the expression of an NS3 to NS5B polyprotein fragment corresponding to the minimal viral replicase (32) . This approach allowed the analysis of NS4B protein stability also for the mutants abrogating viral replication, which would not be possible in a replicon system. Huh7-Lunet T7 cells were transfected with the respective constructs and steady-state (Fig. 5) . Although some of the primary NS4B mutations (R214A, H217V, and P220A) severely reduced NS4B abundance, these reductions did not correlate with RNA replication, e.g., mutant H217V replicated to wt level even though this NS4B was much less stable (for a complete summary, see Table 2 ). Moreover, stability of mutants F211A and E226A was not affected, even though they were severely impaired in RNA replication. Finally, pseudoreversions restoring replication ability of R214A and P220A did not raise NS4B protein stability but restored RNA replication, albeit to levels below the wt. We therefore concluded that the defects in RNA replication caused by the primary NS4B mutations are mainly due to mechanism(s) other than reduced NS4B stability. Impact of mutations in the NS4B C-terminal region on homo-and heterotypic interactions. Since NS4B can oligomerize (19) and since this process is probably required to establish functional HCV replication complexes, we hypothesized that the primary NS4B mutations might have affected oligomerization. To address this hypothesis, we used a FRET-based assay (19) to determine the impact of the primary NS4B mutations and the corresponding pseudoreversions on NS4B oligomerization. As described recently (19), NS4B oligomerization can be mediated by interactions between identical protein fragments such as two C-terminal NS4B fragments (homotypic interactions) or by interactions between two different protein fragments such as an N-terminal and a C-terminal NS4B fragment (heterotypic interactions). In the initial set of experiments we tested a small subset of mutations (F211A and E226A) in order to determine which of these interactions might be affected. The mutations were inserted into expression constructs encoding for full-length NS4B or the C-terminal half (aa 130 to 261), each fused C-terminally to CFP or YFP. When using full-length NS4B proteins, mutations did not disrupt homodimerization to an extent detectable in the FRET assay (see Fig. S1A in the supplemental material) . The same was found in FRET assays probing the homotypic interaction between the C-terminal NS4B fragments (see Fig. S1B and C) . In contrast, when NS4B mutations were probed for their impact on heterotypic interaction, i.e., with the wt N-terminal fragment and a C-terminal NS4B fragment containing either of the mutations F211A or E226A, interaction was profoundly reduced (Fig. 6A) . In fact, FRET efficiencies were significantly decreased arguing for a strong impairment of the NS4B heterotypic interaction (wt, 12.6 Ϯ 0.4; F211A, 6.9 Ϯ 0.5; E226A, 6.9 Ϯ 0.6; means Ϯ the standard errors of the mean [SEM]). Therefore, all other NS4B mutants were analyzed with this assay. Intriguingly, mutations that severely interfered with RNA replication also disrupted heterotypic NS4B interaction (Fig. 6B) . In contrast, mutations R193A, E199A, G200A, H217V, and H250A that had no or only a very moderate effect on RNA replication also did not affect FRET between the NS4B N-and C-terminal fragments.
Pseudoreversions restore heterotypic NS4B interaction. Next, we wanted to know whether pseudoreversions that rescue RNA replication also restore heterotypic NS4B interaction. Pseudoreversions were therefore introduced into the construct encoding the C-terminal NS4B fragment (aa 130 to 261) and corresponding to either the wt sequence or containing the primary NS4B mutation, and interaction was measured by FRET assay. Interestingly, the heterotypic NS4B interaction that was disrupted by F211A was restored by the corresponding pseudoreversion L208F or T221N, whereas L208F, but not T221N, significantly reduced heterotypic NS4B interaction in the ab- sence of the primary NS4B mutation (Fig. 6C) . Moreover, pseudoreversion R192G significantly increased heterotypic NS4B interaction that was disrupted by the primary mutation R214A, whereas the same pseudoreversion decreased interaction with the N-terminal NS4B fragment when this primary mutation was absent (Fig. 6D) . The impaired interaction of NS4B mutant P220A was restored by pseudoreversion G200E and I253M, whereas the G200E, but not the I253M substitution impaired heterotypic NS4B interaction when expressed in the wt construct (Fig. 6E) . Finally, interaction of mutant E226A was significantly increased by pseudoreversion G200S or A201E, whereas A201E, but not G200S impaired the interaction between the NS4B N-terminal and C-terminal fragment when analyzed in the wt context (Fig. 6F) . We note, however, that the increase in FRET efficiency achieved with pseudoreversion A201E in the context of the primary E226A substitution was considerably lower compared to other pseudoreversions. This observation might explain, why pseudoreversion A201E alone did not rescue RNA replication of mutant E226A (Fig. 4H) and required in addition the intergenic NS5A mutation K139E. We therefore assume that the primary NS4B mutation might have disrupted both NS4B dimerization and interaction with NS5A. In conclusion, as summarized in Table  2 , the results reveal a direct correlation between HCV RNA replication and heterotypic NS4B interaction. Expression of the HCV replicase proteins induces ER membrane alterations, including double membrane vesicles. HCV infection (38) , subgenomic replicons (12, 15) , and (over-)expression of NS4B (10) have been reported to induce ER membrane alterations, in particular membranous vesicles that accumulate in the cytoplasm and form a heteromorphic structure designated "membranous web." Since NS4B is believed to be the scaffold protein of the HCV replication complex and the key player in the induction of membrane remodeling, we sought to analyze our set of NS4B mutants and pseudorevertants for their capacity to induce membrane rearrangements. Given the possible contribution of other HCV proteins on membranous web formation, and to allow analysis of NS4B mutants disrupting RNA replication, we utilized the expression system described above (Fig. 5) . In the initial set of experiments, we compared the membrane alterations induced by expression of the NS3-5B polyprotein fragment or by an actively replicating subgenomic JFH-1 replicon by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Clusters of double-membrane vesicles (DMVs) were consistently found in cells containing the subgenomic HCV RNA (Fig. 7A) or expressing NS3 to NS5B (Fig. 7Bi and ii) 24 h after transfection of the replicon RNA or the DNA expression construct, respectively, but not in mock-transfected cells (Fig.7Biii) . DMVs, the presumed sites of RNA replication (12, 15) , of mostly regular and circular shape, with closely apposed inner and outer membrane and a diameter of 100 to 200 nm were prominently found in close proximity to ER membranes, mitochondria, and lipid droplets. Time course experiments revealed the appearance of dilated ER membranes forming large circular structures 8 h after DNA transfection, and these rearrangements accumulated thereafter (Fig. 7Ci and ii, respectively) . DMVs also became first detectable 8 h after transfection. Their abundance increased dramatically and 24 h posttransfection they were the predominant structures induced by the viral proteins ( Fig. 7Ciii  and D) . Interestingly, we observed ER membrane alterations at all time points in ca. 30% of the cells, reflecting transfection efficiency (Fig. 7D) . In contrast, the number of cells containing DMVs increased over time arguing that formation of these structures might require prior membrane rearrangements (Fig. 7D) .
Morphological alterations of intracellular membranes induced by NS4B mutants are restored by pseudoreversions. To examine the effect of the NS4B mutations and the corresponding pseudoreversions on induction of membrane alterations, especially DMV formation, mutations were introduced into the NS3-5B expression construct, transfected into Huh7-Lunet T7 cells, and analyzed by TEM as described above. Cells were fixed 24 h after transfection, because at this time point DMVs   FIG. 5 . Impact of mutations in the C-terminal region on NS4B protein stability. Huh7-Lunet T7 cells were transfected with the expression vector (control) or the same vector encoding the NS3-5B polyprotein fragment corresponding to wt NS4B or a NS4B mutant specified in the top. Cells were harvested 24 h posttransfection and subjected to Western blot analysis by using monospecific antibodies for NS4B or NS5A. The numbers below each lane refer to the relative amounts of NS4B proteins as determined by densitometry. After subtraction of the background, the NS4B signals were normalized to those of the corresponding NS5A. One result of two independent experiments is shown. 
a ϩϩϩ, ϳ10 times more than the wild type (wt); ϩϩ, same as the wt; ϩ, ϳ5 times less than the wt; -, at least 10 times less than the wt, significantly reduced (heterotypic interaction). ND, not determined.
were most prominent. Mostly regular DMVs of wt morphology were observed in case of mutants E199A and H217V that only moderately reduced RNA replication (Fig. 8A and Table 2 ). However, DMV abundance was lower in the case of the two mutants, and the vesicles were only rarely found in clusters. In case of H217V this reduced frequency might be due to lower stability of this NS4B protein (Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). In contrast, mutations F211A, R214A, P220A, and E226A dramatically altered the morphology of membrane rearrangements (Fig. 8B  to E) , giving rise to long tubular structures (mutants F211A and P220A), U-shaped tubular structures (R214A), or predominantly multimembrane vesicles (MMVs) (mutant E226A). Induction of membrane rearrangements with an aberrant morphology did not correlate with stability of the respective NS4B protein (Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). Although mutants R214A and P220A were less stable compared to the wt, mutants F211A and E226A were not, and yet these proteins expressed in the context of the NS3-5B polyprotein induced different morphotypes.
We next examined whether pseudoreversions would restore altered morphology of the membrane rearrangements. Pseudoreversions L208F and T221N indeed restored DMV morphology when combined with the primary NS4B mutation F211A ( Fig. 8Bii and iii, respectively) . Likewise, pseudoreversion R192G rescued the DMV morphology of the primary mutant R214A (Fig.8Cii) , and the aberrant vesicular structures induced by the P220A mutant were restored to wt DMV morphology by pseudoreversions G200E and I253M (Fig. 8Dii and  iii, respectively) . Importantly, the pseudoreversions did not increase diminished NS4B protein stability in the case of primary NS4B mutants R214A and P220A (Fig. 5 and Table 2 ) but rescued the morphology of membrane alterations and RNA replication. Finally, the aberrant MMV phenotype observed in case of mutant E226A was rescued by pseudoreversions G200S (Fig.8Eii) or by the combination of pseudoreversion A201E in NS4B and the intergenic mutation K139E in NS5A (Fig.8Eiii) , whereas A201E alone did not restore the DMVs of wt morphology (data not shown). In addition, drastic alterations of ER membrane rearrangements induced by primary mutation E226A were only reverted to the wt, when mutation K139E in NS5A was present (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). These results argue for a possible NS4B-NS5A interaction required for the establishment of functional HCV replication complexes.
For a more quantitative analysis of the various phenotypes, the observed differences in DMV morphology were classified into regular DMVs and aberrant DMVs or MMVs and used to calculate a ratio (Fig. 9 ). In agreement with our previous observations, ϳ60% of total vesicular structures induced by the wt replicase were regular DMVs, and a similar ratio of ϳ50 to 55% was detected in the case of replication-competent NS4B mutants (E199A and H217V). In contrast, the relative amounts of regular DMVs were considerably decreased by replicationinhibiting mutations (F211A, R214A, P220A, and E226A) but elevated to wt levels by the corresponding pseudoreversions ( Fig. 9 and Table 2 ). In summary, these results reveal a direct correlation between NS4B self-interaction, RNA replication, and the induction of DMVs. We conclude that the heterotypic NS4B self-interaction described here is essential for the formation of a functional replication complex.
DISCUSSION
In this study we provide evidence that heterotypic interaction between the NS4B N-terminal region and the highly conserved cytoplasmic C-terminal domain is required to induce membrane alterations, most notably DMVs. Their presence and a specific morphology correlates with efficient replication, arguing that DMVs might be the site of viral RNA amplification. Clusters of DMVs might morphologically resemble membranous web structures described previously (10, 15) . In support of this notion, DMVs were the most prominent structures induced by the HCV replicase (NS3 to NS5B) and were previously reported to contain nonstructural proteins and HCV RNA (12) . A very critical determinant for proper DMV formation is the predicted ␣-helix H1 (aa 201 to 213; Fig. 1A ). All mutations affecting this domain abolished RNA replication, and 4 of 7 selected pseudoreversions resided in H1 or the capping N-terminal glycine at position 200. The predicted helical structure of H1 is supported by the fact that pseudoreversion L208F is localized 3 aa residues N-terminal of the primary F211A mutation, a finding consistent with one turn of an ␣-helix. In a threedimensional structure, this pseudoreversion will preserve a phenylalanine residue exposed on the same side of the ␣-helix.
The heterotypic interaction described here appears to be inconsistent with the posttranslational membrane passage of the NS4B N-terminal region from the cytoplasmic side into the ER lumen (34) . However, only a fraction of NS4B was shown to undergo this topology switch, suggesting that the majority of NS4B molecules are available for heterotypic N-/C-terminal interaction. Moreover, the membrane passage probably is a highly regulated and dynamic process involving not only viral proteins such as NS5A (34) but eventually also cellular proteins. Supporting this idea, the strict conservation of H1 among all HCV isolates may indicate that this ␣-helix is engaged in a direct interaction with a cellular partner. In this case, complexes of different composition and NS4B membrane topology might form. Whether such complexes also exert different functions remains to be determined.
Several NS4B proteins containing mutations in the C-terminal region were of low abundance as determined by Western blotting. Although the diminished signals might be due to poor recognition by the NS4B-specific antiserum, this possibility is not very likely because we used a polyclonal antiserum raised against the full-length protein that most likely contains several epitopes. We therefore assume that the mutations in the Cterminal region of NS4B reduced protein stability. Importantly, reduced NS4B amounts did not correlate with RNA replication (e.g., H217V) or induction of DMVs and dimerization (e.g., G200E ϩ P220A; for a complete summary, see Table  2 ). Moreover, even mutants with unaltered stability induced aberrant DMVs and had lost replication competence (e.g., E226A). Finally, some pseudoreversions restored RNA replication of unstable NS4B mutants without increasing NS4B stability (e.g., R214A and P220A). Thus, NS4B quantity is not a major determinant of HCV RNA replication.
Proteins able to trigger membrane curvature and membranous vesicles are known to oligomerize and form higher-order complexes (41, 43, 52 ). This is well described for replicase proteins of RNA viruses such as Flock house virus protein 1a (9) , which induces vesicular invagination of the outer mitochondrial membranes (27) , and mouse hepatitis virus nsp4 that triggers the formation of regularly shaped DMVs (7, 14) . Considering previous work (19) and the present study, we assume that the same might hold true for NS4B of HCV, thus reflecting the evolutionary relationship between positive-strand RNA viruses. Interestingly, in mutant E226A we identified a compensatory intergenic mutation in NS5A that is required in addition to the pseudoreversion in NS4B to restore the replication competence of the mutant and regular DMV morphology. This NS5A mutation is exposed on the surface of either of the dimeric complexes of NS5A domain I (33, 48) . We therefore assume that, in addition to NS4B oligomerization, its interaction with NS5A is important for formation of fully functional replication complexes.
Aberrant membrane alterations observed for replicationdefective NS4B mutants might be a consequence of mutationinduced accumulation of misfolded NS4B proteins, which could trigger the unfolded protein response, leading to cellular degradation processes, including autophagy. However, the typical double membrane autophagic vesicles (AV) observed in cells expressing wt HCV replicase proteins (Fig.7Bi) were bigger (Ͼ400 nm) than the aberrant vesicular membrane alterations induced by NS4B mutants and contained very electrondense material. Therefore, we conclude that mainly intrinsic NS4B mechanisms were affected by the mutations, thus leading to aberrant membrane alterations.
Apart from its major role in RNA replication, we found that the C terminus of NS4B influences the production of infectious HCV progeny. Mutations H217V and H250A significantly enhanced assembly or release of virus particles. Interestingly, a FIG. 9 . Quantitative analysis of DMV morphotypes. At least 100 vesicular structures per sample from at least three different cells were counted. For each construct the ratio of regular DMVs per total HCV-induced vesicular structures (regular DMVs, aberrant DMVs, and MMVs) is given. The significance of the differences was calculated by using the two-sided Fisher's exact test and is highlighted for the wt and the primary mutants (dashed lines) or the primary mutant and recent study reported N216A as a titer-enhancing mutation (22) , emphasizing the role of the C-terminal NS4B domain in the assembly or release process. The underlying mechanism is not known but might be rather indirect. One possibility is an altered interaction of NS4B with NS5A, which is an RNAbinding protein that critically contributes to assembly (reviewed in reference 4). Such an altered interaction might facilitate the transfer of viral RNA from the replicase to the assembly site, thereby stimulating virus production.
In conclusion, we show that heterotypic NS4B self-interactions are required for formation of functional DMVs, which are the likely sites of HCV RNA replication. The results argue for a central role of NS4B in formation of functional replication complexes, a process that most likely requires additional viral and cellular factors. Their identification and molecular characterization will be the next important task.
